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 nThe Role of Artificial IntelligencenTutorialvHow to startn Tutorial - BeginnersnTutorial - Intermediaten Tutorial - AdvancednTutorial - ExpertnTutorial - Expert: Part 1nTutorial - Expert: Part 2nTutorial - Expert: Part 3nFAQnFirst LooknSight TextnHoarding GuidesnAt the top of every staircase you will find a lantern. There is a?-symbol, just beneath the lantern. If you walk over it without waiting
for the lantern to jump up, you will be locked out of the staircase, and there is no way back! You can restart the lantern by pulling the?-symbol to the left. This will set it back to the?-symbol it started on. Pull the?-symbol a second time to teleport over the first lantern, and the?-symbol above the other lantern will jump up and lock you out. There are two locked gates, both with?-symbols beneath them.
Pull the?-symbol beneath the first to move over the stone, and pull the?-symbol beneath the second to unlock the door. There are three locked doors in this room. One has a lantern underneath the?-symbol to unlock the door. The next has a white square?-symbol to unlock it, and the last has a?-symbol to unlock it. In the northeast corner, you'll find a blue?-symbol. If you pull it, you will teleport to the
first locked door, giving you access to the second floor. Upstairs, you'll find a?-symbol on the wall on the north end of the room. If you pull it, you will teleport to the locked door in the middle of the room. There is a?-symbol above each door in the middle of the room. Pull the?-symbol above each door in sequence, from north to south, to unlock the doors. There is a?-symbol on each side of the floor.

Pull them to fall into the room below, but don't worry about falling in, there is an elevator. On the right side of the room, there is a white?-symbol. Pull it to unlock the chest, and a?-symbol will unlock the elevator. 82157476af
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